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ABSTRACT 
The depth of a vector bundle E over $* is the largest integer h such that [El/h is in the Grothendieck 
group of coherent sheaves on IFD* where [E] is the class of E in this Grothendieck group. We show 
that a moduli space of vector bundles is birational to a suitable number of h by h matrices up to si- 
multaneous conjugacy where h is the depth of the vector bundles classified by the moduli space. In 
particular, such a moduli space is a rational variety if h 5 4 and is stably rational when h divides 
420. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study moduli spaces of vector bundles over P2 
birationally. Particular cases are known to be rational and other cases, for ex- 
ample, the moduli space of vector bundles of rank n, first Chern class 0 and 
second Chern class n are known to be birational to two n by n matrices up to 
simultaneous conjugacy. We shall see that this is a general phenomenon, that is, 
any such moduli space is birational to a suitable number of suitably sized ma- 
trices up to simultaneous conjugacy. Our method will be to reduce to a problem 
for representations of a suitable quiver with relations and then to apply the re- 
sults and methods of [7]. The results of this paper depend heavily on those of [7] 
and the reader will be assumed to have some familarity with this paper. 
From the work of Beilinson [l], one knows that the category of vector bun- 
dles over P2 is derived equivalent o the category of representations of a quiver 
with relations; this is the quiver with 3 vertices U, v and wand 3 arrows from u to 
v, which are x, y and Z, and 3 arrows from v to w which are x’, y’ and Z’ with 
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relations xy’ = yx’, xz’ = zx’ and yz’ = zy’. The path algebra of this quiver 
with relations is the endomorphism ring of 0 $0(-l) @ 0(-2). Thus, roughly 
speaking, a moduli space of vector bundles over P* is also a moduli space of 
representations for this quiver with relations. In fact, one can show that the 
moduli spaces of representations that occur in this way may be taken to para- 
metrise certain rather special representations and using the known results on 
moduli spaces of representations of quivers it is possible to show that these 
moduli spaces are birational to a suitable number of matrices up to simulta- 
neous conjugacy. 
The next section introduces the notation that we shall use in this paper. Then 
Section 3 studies particular moduli spaces of representations that include all 
the examples we shall need. In Section 4 we show how to reduce a moduli space 
of vector bundles over P’ to one of these moduli spaces of representations. 
2. TERMINOLOGY 
We introduce some notation and terminology. The terminology we introduce 
for representations of a multiplication below is useful since this is a particular 
case of representations of a quiver with relations which can reasonably be pre- 
sented in a basis-free way. Let U be a finite dimensional vector space. A rep- 
resentation R oj’the vector space I/ is a triple (R(O), R(l), R(4)) where R(0) and 
R( 1) are finite dimensional vector spaces and R(4): R(0) @ U -+ R( 1) is a linear 
map. Its dimension vector is dim R = (dim R(0) dim R(1)). The representations 
of dimension vector CY = (u b) are parametrised by the vector space R( U, a) = 
Hom(k” @ V; kh) on which the algebraic group Cl, x Glt, acts by change of 
bases. The orbits correspond to the isomorphism classes of representations. Of 
course the category of representations of a vector space of dimension n is just 
the category of representations of a quiver with two vertices and n arrows from 
the first to the second vertex as one sees by choosing a basis of U. We note that 
R(4)“: R( 1)” + R(0)” @ U” gives a representation of U, R”, from the linear 
map R”(4): R(1)” EC U ---t R(0)“. 
A multiplicution is a quadruple (I/, V, W,f) where U, V and W are vector 
spaces andJ’: U @ V -+ W is a linear map. We shall usually talk of the multi- 
plication f. A representation R qf the multiplication f’ is a sextuple (R(O), 
R(l)> R(2), R(du)> R(412)> R(h2)) w h ere each R(i) is a finite dimensional vec- 
tor space and R(&l): R(0) @ U ---f R(l), R(&2): R(1) @ V + R(2) and R(Qo2): 
R(0) ~3 W 4 R(2) are linear maps such that 
as linear maps from R(0) 8 U @ V to R(2). We shall eventually be interested in 
representations of the multiplication ~7: k” C$ k’ 4 S2(k3) since the results of 
Beilinson [l] show that the derived category of coherent sheaves on P’ is 
equivalent to the derived category of representations of the multiplication 0. 
The dimension vector of a representation R of the multiplication .f’ is dim R 
= (dim R(0) dim R( 1) dim R(2)). The representations of dimension vector n = 
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(a b c) are parametrised by the closed subvariety Rcf, CI) of Hom(k” @ U, kh) x 
Hom(k” @ I’, kC) x Hom(k” cr3 W, kC) of triples ($0~,4512,402) satisfying equa- 
tion 1. The algebraic group GE,, = Gl, x GEI, x GE, acts via change of bases on 
RGf, CC) and the orbits correspond to the isomorphism classes of rep- 
resentations of dimension vector a of the multiplication. Vector space duality 
gives rise to linear maps R(2)” @ V --+ R(l)“, R(1)” @ U -+ R(0)” and 
R(2)” @ W + R(0)” and this gives a representation of the multiplication 
f: Y @ U + W obtained from f by switching U and V. 
RCf, a!) is in general a reducible variety and the description of its components 
and their orbit spaces in complete generality is not something we shall under- 
take in this paper. However, in the case arising from vector bundles over P2, we 
can restrict to components parametrising representations of a fairly nice form 
for which the moduli space is relatively comprehensible. 
Given a dimension vector Q for a multiplication, o/ will be the dimension 
vector (a(O) a(l)) d an a, will be the dimension vector (~(1) n(2)). If R is a 
representation of the multiplication f: U 00 V + W, then a, is the dimension 
vector of the representation of the vector space U obtained by restriction and 
cy, is the dimension vector of the representation of the vector space V obtained 
by restriction. Thus we have morphisms from R(f, cy) to R( U, n/) and to 
R( V, a,). Let C be an irreducible component of Rcf, ct.) such that the morphism 
to R( U, a) is dominant; then we shall say that C is a I~~ge~er~f component and 
that a general representation in the component C is &$ general. The term rig& 
general is defined in a similar way using the morphism to R( V, a,). Later results 
about left general representations have analogous results for right general rep- 
resentations ince duality will carry the one to the other. 
Representations of a vector space or of a multiplication are special cases of 
the more general notion of representations of a quiver or of a quiver with rela- 
tions as one sees by choosing bases for the vector spaces U, V and W. We refer 
the reader to section 2 of [7] for the terminology we shall use for rep- 
resentations of a quiver. 
A relation on a quiver Q is a linear combination of paths r = CT= 1 &pi such 
that the initial and terminal vertex of the path pi are all equal. Given a rep- 
resentation R of the quiver,we may extend our notation by defining 
R@) = R(ai ) R(a,) if p = U~U, and R(r) = crCl XiR(pi). Given a set of rela- 
tions I, a representation R of the quiver with relations (Q, I) is a representation 
of the quiver Q such that R(r) = 0 for every r E I. The category Rep(Q, I) is the 
full subcategory of Rep(Q) whose objects are the representations of the quiver 
with relations (Q, I). 
A family R of representations of dimension vector a of the quiver with rela- 
tions (Q, I) over an algebraic variety X is a collection of vector bundles R(v) for 
each vertex v and homomorphisms of vector bundles R(a): R(ia) -+ ?‘Z(tu) for 
each arrow a such that for each relation r, ‘R(r) = 0. Given a point p E X there 
is an associated representation R,, the fibre of R above the point p. When X is 
an irreducible algebraic variety we shall say that the family is irreducibly and in 
this case we shall say that a representation R is oftype R if there exists a point p 
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such that R g Rp. Again when R is an irreducible family, we shall say that a 
general representation of type R has property P if there exists a dense open 
subvariety 0 of X such that for all p E 0, RP has property p. 
Given a dimension vector CY, the vector space R( Q, a) = @acAm(ia)k”(‘U) 
parametrises the representations of the quiver of dimension vector o and this 
carries a family R of representations of the quiver which we shall refer to as the 
canonical family. If V is a locally closed subvariety of R(Q, a), then the re- 
striction of the canonical family to V will be called the canonicalfamily on V. 
There is a closed subvariety R( Q, I, a), the representation space of dimension 
vector Q for the quiver with relations (Q, I) consisting of those points p such 
that R,,(r) = 0 for every relation r in I. In general this is a reducible algebraic 
variety. 
The algebraic group Gl, = x,,Gl,(,,) acts on this family compatibly with an 
action of PGI,, = Gl,/k* on R(Q, I, a) and the orbits of PGl, on R(Q, I, a) 
correspond to the isomorphism classes of representations of dimension vector 
Q. In addition, if p E R(Q, a), the stabiliser of p in Gl, acts on the rep- 
resentation defined by the point p as the units of its endomorphism ring. 
Let X be an algebraic variety on which the algebraic group G acts. Let 
(2) l+k*+G+G+l 
be a short exact sequence of algebraic groups. Let E be a vector bundle over X 
on which G acts compatibly with the action of G. Then k* acts on the fibres of E 
and if this action is via the character 4,,,(X) = X” then we shall say that E is a C? 
vector bundle of weight w. A morphism of G vector bundles of weight w is a 
morphism of vector bundles that is also G equivariant. We see that if R is a 
canonical family of representations of dimension vector Q then each R(v) is a 
Gl,, vector bundle of weight 1. 
Two irreducible families of representations of the quiver with relations 
(Q,Z), 72 over X and S over Y, are said to be birationally representation 
equivalent if there exist open dense subvarieties 0 c X and 0’ c Y such that 
for allp E 0, there exists q E Y such that R,, 2 S, and for all q E 0’ there exists 
p E X such that ‘R, % S,. We shall say that the family S birationally contains the 
family R if there exists an open subvariety 0 c X such that for all p E 0, there 
exists q E Y such that RP “! S,. We shall say that the family R is birationally 
constant if there exists a dense open subvariety 0 of X such that RI, E 72, for all 
pandqin 0. 
We shall say that a family R of representations of dimension vector o is re- 
ducible to matrix normal form of type h if it is birationally representation 
equivalent to a family S over an irreducible algebraic variety X on which PGll, 
acts such that X is PGlh birational to Mb(k)’ for some non-negative integer t 
where PGl,, acts by conjugation on each factor, and each S(v) is a Gl,, vector 
bundle of weight 1 so that the action of the stabiliser in Glh of a point p in X 
acts on S,, as the unit group of the endomorphism ring of S,,. It is said to be 
reducible to matrix normal form if in addition h = hcf,(a,,). A family S with 
these properties will be called an ‘R-standard family. 
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3. LEFT GENERAL COMPONENTS 
The purpose of this section is to show that a moduli space of left general rep- 
resentations of a multiplication is birational to a suitable number of matrices 
up to simultaneous conjugacy when there is a left general representation with 
trivial endomorphism ring. We shall actually prove a more general result about 
families of representations of a quiver with relations which may be of future 
use. We begin by showing that there is only one left general component of given 
dimension vector. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (Y be a dimension vectorfor the multiplication f. There is a unique 
left general component of dimension vector (Y . 
Proof. Let CY = (a b c) and let f: U @ V + W be the multiplication. Let 0 be 
the open subvariety of R( U, (a b)) of points such that the linear map 
z@f~-~~(~)C3z:k”@U@V -+ k” @ W $ k” @ V has maximal rank. Then 
0 carries a vector bundle E whose fibre above the point p is simply the cokernel 
of Z @f CE --I$($) @ I. We consider the vector bundle E” @ kc which is an ir- 
reducible variety and has a morphism to Rcf, (a b c)) whose image must con- 
tain an open dense subvariety of any left general component since its image 
contains every point q such that the left restriction of R, is isomorphic to a 
representation of the form RP for p E 0. Its image is irreducible and conse- 
quently must lie in one of these components so it follows that there must be 
precisely one left general component and the image of E” CB kc must lie in this 
unique component. 0 
We shall need to be able to recognise that a representation of a multiplication 
lies in the left general component for its dimension vector. 
Lemma 3.2. Let f: U @ V -+ W be a multiplication such that f is surjective. Let 
K be the kernel off. Let R be a representations ofthe multiplication f such that the 
composition of the linear maps from R(0) @ K to R(0) @ U 8 V to R( 1) 8 V is 
injective. Then R lies in the left general component of representations of its di- 
mension vector. 
Proof. The injectivity of this linear map implies that the map considered in the 
proof of the previous Lemma has maximal rank. 0 
In order to prove the main theorem of this section we shall need to summarise 
the information we already have on representations of a vector space. 
We consider representations of the vector space U of dimension vector (a b). 
Let g = hcf(a, b). After choosing a basis of U, we see that we are simply con- 
sidering representations of a generalised Kronecker quiver, that is, a quiver 
Q(u) where u = dim U which has two vertices ‘u and w and u arrows from v to w. 
We shall be interested in the structure of general representations of these quiv- 
ers. If u = 1, nothing difficult happens. For a dimension vector (a b), if a < b, 
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the general representation is isomorphic to (k k)” @ (0 k) hpu; if u = h, the 
general representation is isomorphic to (k k)” and if a > h the general 
representation is isomorphic to (k O)rr-h $ (k k) h. For u > 1, we need to 
introduce some terminology. The results in this case which are described 
below may be found on page 159 in [3]. The projective indecomposable 
representations of U are PO = (0 k) and Pt = (k U) whilst the injective 
indecomposable representations are IO = (k 0) and Ii = (U” k) which are 
simply the dual representations to the projective representations. We assume 
that we have constructed representations {P; : i = 0 + t} and we have shown 
that Hom(Pi, P;+,) E U ifiiseven whilst Hom(P,, Pi+,) E U” ifiis odd.Then 
if t is odd, there is a canonical homomorphism from P,_ 1 to U” 8 P(r) and we 
define P,+ I to be the cokernel whilst if t is even, there is a canonical homo- 
morphism from P, ~ 1 to U @ P, whose cokernel we define to be P, + 1. One may 
check that the inductive hypothesis has been extended and thus we have defined 
representations P,, for all integers IZ. These representations are called the pre- 
projective representations of U. We define I,, = P,” and these are the pre- 
injective representations. In the case where u = 2, Pi E (Sip ’ (U) S’(U)) for 
i > 0 where the linear map from S’-‘(U) @ U to S’(U) is the obvious one. 
These representations are important to us because they allow us to describe the 
general representations of arbitrary dimension vector for a vector space U. 
We first state the results for u = 2. We consider the dimension vector (u h). If 
a # h, then GI, x Glh has an open orbit in R( U, (u b)) and the corresponding 
representation will be called G(u b). If a < h then for some integer II?, 
(WI - l/m) 5 (u/h) < (m/m + 1). If (u/h) = (m - l/m) then G(u h) is iso- 
morphic to P,,, ~ 1 h”ii and clearly (b/m) = hcf(a,h). Otherwise G(u h) is iso- 
morphic to Pi_, @ Pi where c and d are non-zero integers such that 
hcf(c, d) = hcf(u, h). If a > h then duality leads to the same picture using pre- 
injective representations. Thus if (h/u) = (nz - l/m) then G(u h) E f,,,- I”/“’ 
where (u/m) = hcf(u,b) and if (m/m + 1) > (b/u) > (m - l/m) then G(u h) is 
isomorphic to Z,t _ i @ Z,: where hcf(c, ci) = hcf(u, h). If u = h, then GZ,, x Glh 
does not have an open orbit on R( U, (a b)), h owever, this case is essentially one 
u by u matrix up to simultaneous conjugacy as we shall now see. There is a 
family of representations of the vector space U on the algebraic variety 
X = M,(k) on which PGI, acts by conjugation defined as follows. Let {ui. LIZ} 
be a basis of U; let R(0) = R(1) = k” x X and R,,(c$)(u~ C% UI + PIN 8 ~2) = 
21~ + ‘u2p (recall that p E X = M,(k)). Note that this is a reduction to matrix 
normal form for the dimension vector (a a). 
This leaves the case where u > 2. If (u b) is a Schur root then (u h) is re- 
ducible to matrix normal form. Otherwise GI, x Glb has an open orbit on 
R( U, (u h)) and the corresponding representation G(u h) is isomorphic to 
p,:; a-1 Pi: + I for suitable integers m, c’ and d when u < h and is isomorphic to 
1;; @Zi+, when u > b. Further hcf(c, d) = hcf(u, b) which is not demonstrated 
in these theorems but may be checked quickly by use of the reflection functors 
to reduce to the case where m = 0 where it is clear. 
In all the cases where G(u h) is defined and is isomorphic to either P,$ or Z,: 
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the dimension vector is reducible to matrix normal form trivially; so X is a 
point on which PGZ, acts trivially; the family is simply the representation P,$ 
which has endomorphism ring Mg(k) and Gl, acts on the family via its action 
as the group of automorphisms of Pi. 
Thus we have a useful dichotomy; either the dimension vector (a b) is re- 
ducible to matrix normal form or else Gl, x Glb has an open orbit on 
R(U, (u b)) and the corresponding representation G(u b) is isomorphic to ei- 
therP;@Pi+, for positive integers c and d and non-negative integer m or else 
toz;CBz~+, with the same conditions on c, d and m. In these cases, hcf(c, d) = 
hcf(a, b). Further, Pi @ Pi+, has a unique subrepresentation of dimension 
vector dim Pt + 1 whilst Z$ @ Zi + , has a unique subrepresentation of dimension 
vector dimI;. These statements remain true for u = 1 by setting PO = (0 k), 
PI = (k k) = II and IO = (k 0). We note that the endomorphism ring of P,& 
P m+ 1 or of Z, $ Zm+ 1 is isomorphic to (0” k” ) where U” is isomorphic to U or 
U”. The corresponding statement remains true when u = 1. Therefore, if (a b) 
is not reducible to matrix normal form, the representation G(a b) is defined and 
its endomorphism ring is Morita equivalent to (0” kU). It will be useful to have a 
common notation for these two subcases of the second case. We shall say that 
G(u b) ” Gp’ CB G,“’ where a’ and b’ are positive integers such that hcf(u’, b’) = 
hcf(u, 6) and G(u b) has a unique subrepresentation of dimension vector 
u’dimGi = (d e) where hcf(d,e) = a’. 
For the next result we shall regard Glh as a subgroup of Gl, via the diagonal 
embedding in each factor Gl,(,,) and PGlh as the corresponding subgroup of 
PGI,. 
Lemma 3.3. Let C be an irreducible component of R(Q, I, a) and let ‘R be the 
cunoniculfumily of representations of dimension vector (Y on C. Assume that ‘R is 
reducible to matrix normal form. Then C has a PGlh equivuriunt subvariety Y 
such that the restriction of R to Y is a stundurdR-family and therefore C is PGlh 
birutionul to Mb(k)” x PGI~l PGI, for some integer s. In particular, a mod& space 
of representations of type C is birutionul to u suitable number of matrices up to 
simultaneous conjugucy. 
Proof. Let S be a R-standard family over the algebraic variety X. Then for 
each vertex v, S(v) is a vector bundle of weight 1 for Glh of rank a(v) = hp(v) 
for a suitable dimension vector p. Then by the local isomorphism theorem, 
Lemma 3.1 of [7], there exists an open PGZh equivariant subvariety X’ of X such 
that the restriction of S(v) to X’ is isomorphic as Glh vector bundle to 
ki’(“) @k” x X’ where Glh acts trivially on k$(“) and diagonally on kh x X’. We 
choose bases for each kd(“) and a basis of kh which give bases for each 
kfl(“) @ kh E k”(“) and determines a homomorphism from Glh to each Gl,cl., 
and hence to Gl, which we may regard as a diagonal embedding. Each arrow a 
determines a morphism of vector bundles from k”(‘“) @ kh x X’ to k”(j”)@ 
kh x X’ and hence determines a morphism of algebraic varieties from X’ to 
“(‘a)k”(‘“) and hence we have a morphism of algebraic varieties from X’ to 
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R( Q, o) which is PGlh equivariant and has the property that the pullback of the 
canonical family on the image of the morphism is S. It follows that the image 
actually lies in R( Q, I, o) and in fact must lie in the component C. Since the 
stabiliser in Glh of a pointp in X’ is isomorphic to the units of (S,) and so is the 
stabiliser in GI, of its image q in C, we deduce that the morphism from X’ to C 
is injective; indeed that the morphism from X’ xPG’h PGZ, to C is injective and 
this latter morphism is also dominant since S is birationally representation 
equivalent to 72. 0 
Given irreducible families R over X and S over Y, the two functions on X x Y 
that assign to the point (p, q) the values hom(R,, S,) and ext(R,, S,) are upper 
semicontinuous and consequently there exists an open dense subvariety 
0 c X x Y where these functions are constant and minimal; these minimal 
values we shall call hom(R, S) and ext(R, S). If X is a point and R is the cor- 
responding representation, we write hom(R, S) and ext(R, S); hom(R, S) and 
ext(R, S) are defined similarly for a representation S. 
Let 0 be the dense open subvariety of X x Y consisting of points (p, q) where 
ext(R,,, S,) = ext(R, S). Then there is a vector bundle E(R, S) over 0 whose 
fibre above the point (p, q) is Ext(R,,S,) and there is a family of rep- 
resentations over E(R,S) of extensions of representations of type R on rep- 
resentations of type S. We shall call this family the extension family of72 on S, 
I(%& S). If Y is just a point then S is just a representation Sand we shall refer to 
the extension family of 72 on S, &(R, S); similarly we define the extension fa- 
mily of R on S for a representation R. 
Let S be a representation such that (S) = k and Ext(S, S) = 0. We shall say 
that a representation R has an S-socle if the natural map from Hom(S, R) @ S 
to R is injective and the image will be called the S-socle. If Hom(S, R) = 0 we 
shall say that R is left S-free. When R has an S-socle, T, then it is clear that R/T 
is left S-free (apply Hom(S, ) to the short exact sequence 0 + T --t R -+ 
R/T + 0). Dually we say that R has an S-top if the natural map from R to 
Hom(R, S)” @ S is surjective; if K is the kernel of this homomorphism we say 
that R/K is the S-top of R; again it follows that Hom(K, S) = 0 and we define a 
representation R to be right S-free if Hom(R, S) = 0. 
Now let R be an irreducible family over the algebraic variety X. Let 0 be the 
dense open subvariety on which hom(S, RP) = c = hom(S, 72). Assume that 
there is a point p in 0 such that R,, has an S-socle and so the natural map from 
Hom(S, F+,) @ S to RI, is injective. Then a general representation of type R 
must have an S-socle which is isomorphic to S”. Then on a suitable dense open 
subvariety U of X, we have the associated left S-free family, R’, where the rep- 
resentation R’p is R,,/T, where T,, E SC is the S-socle of R,,. The family R is 
birationally contained in f(R’, S”) and we shall say that R is left general with 
respect to S if they are birationally representation equivalent. We note that if R 
is the canonical family on a component C of R(Q, I, cy) it is forced to be left 
general with respect to S whenever a general representation of type C has an S- 
socle. 
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Dually, a general representation of type 72 may have an S-top isomorphic to 
Sd; then we have a family on X, R”, which we call the associated right S-free 
family, where ‘72”‘~ is the kernel of the surjection from ‘RP onto Sd and we define 
R to be right general with respect to S if R and E(Sd, 72”) are birationally rep- 
resentation equivalent. 
The following Lemma is our main reduction. 
Lemma 3.4. Let R be an irreduciblefamily of representations of dimension vector 
CY of the quiver with relations (Q, I) over the algebraic variety X such that a general 
representation of type R has trivial endomorphism ring. Let S be a representation 
such that (S) = kand Ext(S, S) = 0. Assume that ageneral representation of type 
R has an S-socle and that ‘R is left general with respect to S. Let c = hom(S, R). 
Assume that the associated left S-freefamily is reducible to matrix normalform of 
type g. Then R is reducible to matrix normalform of type hcf (g, c). Similarly, ifa 
general representation of type R has an S-top, R is right general with respect to S, 
the associated right S-freefamily is reducible to matrix normalform of type h and 
hom(R, S) = d then R is reducible to matrix normalform of type hcf(h, d). 
Proof. This argument essentially occurs as a special case of the proof of theo- 
rem 6.1 in [7] to which the reader should refer for greater detail. 
We deal only with the first case since the second case has the same proof. Let 
R’ be the associated left S-free family on X (after replacing X by an open dense 
subvariety). Let S be an R’-standard family over Y where Y is PGl, equivariant 
to a dense open subvariety of M,(k)$ f or some integer s > 0. Let E = E(S, S’) 
and let E = &(S, S”) be the extension family of S on SC. Then since we assume 
that R is left general with respect to S, R and E are birationally representation 
equivalent. Let ext(S, S) = t. After shrinking Y a little we may assume that for 
all p E Y, ext(S,, S) = t. Let p = (g c) be a dimension vector for the quiver Q’ 
which has two vertices v and w, s arrows from u to itself and t arrows from v to 
w. Then PGlo acts on E whilst Glp acts on & so that E(w) is a Glo vector bundle 
of weight 1 and E is PGl(j birational to R(Q’, /3). 
Since R and E are birationally representation equivalent, a general rep- 
resentation of type E has an S-socle which must coincide with its obvious 
subrepresentation isomorphic to SC. We therefore pass to a dense open PGlo 
subvariety of E where this is true. Then the orbits of PGlp correspond to the 
isomorphism classes of representations in the restriction of&to this subvariety. 
Since a general representation of type R and hence of type & has trivial en- 
domorphism ring, it follows that PGls has trivial stabilisers generically on E 
and hence 0 is a Schur root for the quiver Q’. Thus the main result of [7], theo- 
rem 6.3, allows us to conclude that p is reducible to matrix normal form and 
hence by Lemma 3.3 there exists a PGl,,, equivariant subvariety Z of R(Q’, p) 
where m = hcf(g, c) such that the restriction of the canonical family on 
R( Q’, /I) to Z is standard and ZPGlfl is a dense subvariety of R( Q’, p). Since E 
and R(Q’, p) are PGls birational, there is a corresponding PGl,,, equivariant 
subvariety Z’ of E and the restriction of & to Z’ is what we want. 0 
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Now let S and Si be representations such that (Si) = k = (S), Ext(Si, S,) = 
0 = Ext(S, S) and also Hom(S, Si) = 0 = Hom(Si, S) = Ext(S, Si). Let (S, Si) 
be the full subcategory of representations that contains S and Si and is closed 
under extensions; we call the pair (S, Si) a Kronecker reduction puir. Then fol- 
lowing Ringel [S] we have the following Lemma. 
Lemma 3.5. Let S and S, be a Kronecker reduction puir. Then every rep- 
resentation in (S, S, ), thefull subcategory of representations that contain Sand S, 
and is closed under extensions, has an S-socle such that the,factor is isomorphic to 
S; for some integer n Let t = ext(S1, S) and let 
(3) 0 -+ S’ + s’ --+ s, + 0 
be the canonical extension of S, on S’. Then Ext(S @ S’, M) = 0 ,for all M in 
(S, S,), and Hom(S CE S’, ) induces a natural equivalence with the category of 
representations of the tth Kronecker quiver whose inverse is given by @(S @ S’). 
This functor also induces isomorphisms on Ext groups. 
Proof. If M and N are representations for which we have short exact sequences 
O-tSm’+M--tS;‘iO 
0 -i Sm2 + N --f S”? -+ 0 1 
and a short exact sequence 
(4) O-+M+L-+N-+O 
then it is clear that the induced extension of the subrepresentation S”” over M 
splits; thus L has a subrepresentation T isomorphic to S”‘l+“? such that the 
factor is isomorphic to Sy’ +Q and T must be the S-socle of L. Thus by induc- 
tion all objects in (S, Si) have the required structure. 
By construction, Ext(S’, S) = 0 and clearly Ext(S’, Si) = 0; therefore 
Ext(S @ S’, M) = 0 for all M in (S, St) as required. Now let M be any object in 
(S, Si); so there is a short exact sequence 
(5) 0 + S”’ -+ M ---f S; + 0. 
Then hom(S, M) = m and since ext(S’, S) = 0, hom(S’, M) = n so that 
Hom(S $ S’, M) is a representation of dimension vector (n m) of the tth Kro- 
necker quiver. In fact, the natural homomorphism from Hom(S,M) @ 
S @ Hom(S’, M) %I S to M is surjective with kernel isomorphic to S” for some 
integer s. Using this short exact sequence it is a simple matter to check that the 
two functors are mutually inverse and that Ext(M, N) is preserved by this 
functor. Cl 
Let R be some irreducible family of representations of the quiver with relations 
(Q, I) over the algebraic variety A’. We shall say that R has a Kronecker reduc- 
tion of type (S, S,) to the dimension vector (a 6) for the tth Kronecker quiver if 
there exists a Kronecker reduction pair (S, Si) where ext(Si , S) = t such that a 
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general representation of type R, R, has a subrepresentation isomorphic to Sb 
with factor isomorphic to SP for suitable integers b and a (so a general rep- 
resentation of type R has an S-socle) and R is left general with respect to S. 
Note that this is a self-dual condition since being left general with respect o S is 
equivalent o being right general with respect to S1. 
We note the following consequence of Lemma 3.5. 
Lemma 3.6. Let R be an irreduciblefamily of representations ofdimension vector 
a of the quiver with relations (Q, I) over the algebraic variety X. Assume that ‘R 
has a Kronecker eduction of type (S, SB) to the dimension vector (a 6) for the tth 
Kronecker quiver. Then 72 is reducible to matrix normal form of type hcf(a, b) if 
and only if (a b) is reducible to matrix normal form for the tth Kronecker quiver. 
When R is not reducible to matrix normalform then R is a birationall/v constant 
family and the general representation of type R is isomorphic to Ttf @ T:’ for 
representations TO and TI such that hom( To, TI) = ext( To, TI) = ext( 7’1, TO) and 
hom( Tt , TO) = t where a’ and b’ are positive integers such that hcf(a’, b’) = 
hcf (a, 6). 
Proof. If (a b) is reducible to matrix normal form for the tth Kronecker quiver 
we take the family of representations of dimension vector (a b) for the tth 
Kronecker quiver and apply the functor @(S Q S’) considered in Lemma 3.5. 
This gives a family of representations for the quiver with relations (Q, I) that is 
birationally representation equivalent to R since a general representation of 
type R lies in (S, S1) and R is left general with respect o S and therefore shows 
that R is reducible to matrix normaf form of type hcfja, b). In the remaining 
case where (a b) is not reducible to matrix normal form then a general rep- 
resentation of dimension vector (a b) for the tth Kronecker quiver is iso- 
morphic to R:’ @ R:’ where hom(R0, RI) = ext(Ro, RI) = ext(R,,Ro) and 
horn{ RI, &) = t and for positive integers a’ and b’ such that hcf(a’, b’) = 
hcf(a, b). Using the facts that a general representation of type R lies in (S, St) 
and that R is left general with respect to S, we deduce that R is birationally 
constant and the general representation of type R is isomorphic to Tl’ 8 Tt’ 
where T; % R; C$ (S @I S’) and the representations TO and T, and the integers a’ 
and b’ satisfy the conditions of the Lemma. Cl 
Let SO, S1 and S, be three representations uch that (Si) = k and Ext(Si, Si) = 0 
for i = 0,l and 2, and Hom(Si, Sj) = 0 = Ext(Si, Sj) for 0 < i <j <_ 2. Let R be 
an irreducible family of representations of the quiver with relations (Q, Z). We 
shall say that ‘R has a two-step Kronecker reduction of type (SO, S1, S2) if a gen- 
eral representation of type R has an So-socle, 77. is left general with respect to 
SO, and the associated left So-free family has a Kronecker reduction of type 
(Sl, Sz). Dually, we shall say that R has a two-step Kronecker coreduction of 
type (SO, SI , S2) if a general representation of type R has an &-top, R is right 
general with respect to Sz and the associated right &-free family has a Kro- 
necker reduction of type (So, S,). 
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Lemma 3.7. Assume that the irreduciblefamily R of representations of the quiver 
with relations (Q, I) over the algebraic variety X has a two-step Kronecker re- 
duction oftype (SO, ~31, S2) where hom(So, R) = c, hom(Si, R’) = b for the asso- 
ciated left So-free family and horn@‘, &) = a. Assume that a general rep- 
resentation of type R has trivial endomorphism ring. Then R is reducible to matrix 
normalform of type hcf (a, b, c). 
Proof. We shall proceed by induction on a + b + c. The associated left So-free 
family, R’, has a Kronecker reduction of type (Si , &) to the dimension vector 
(a 6) for the tth Kronecker quiver Q(t) for some integer t. Now suppose that the 
dimension vector (a b) is reducible to matrix normal form. Then by Lemma 
3.6, R’, is reducible to matrix normal form of type hcf(a, b) and so, by Lemma 
3.4, R is reducible to matrix normal form of type hcf(a, b, c) as required. 
If the dimension vector (a b) is not reducible to matrix normal form then, by 
Lemma 3.6, a general representation of type R’ is isomorphic to Tr’ @ Ti’ 
where hom( T,, T2) = 0 = ext( Tl, T2) = ext( T2, T,) and hom( Tz, TI) = t and a’ 
and b’ are positive integers such that hcf(a’, b’) = hcf(a, b). Note that 
a’ + b’ < a + b unless t = 0 in which case Si = T] and & = T2. 
We let TO = SO for notational convenience. A general representation R of 
type R is the middle term of a short exact sequence 
(6) 0 --f T,” -+ R --f T,“’ $ T2” + 0 
Then since T, and T2 are representations that lie in (Si, Sz), it follows that 
hom( To, Ti) = 0 = ext( To, 7;:) for i = 1,2 since hom( To, Si) = 0 = ext( To, Si) 
for i = 1,2. It also follows that hom( Tl , TO) = 0 from equation 6 since a general 
representation of type R has trivial endomorphism ring and ext( TI , To) f 0 for 
the same reason. 
Since hom(Ti, T2) = 0 for i = 0, 1, it follows that hom(R, TO) = b’ and R has 
a T2-top. Let K be the kernel of the homomorphism from R onto Tzb’. We have a 
short exact sequence 
Therefore the linear map from Ext(T:’ T$) to Ext(Tl’: K) is surjective 
and Ext(T:‘, T,“) is a summand of Ext(T”’ @ Tt’, T;). Therefore, R is right 
general with respect to T2 because R is left general with respect to TO and so an 
open subvariety of the extensions of T,“’ CB Tzb’ on T,’ occur in the family ‘R. 
Further, the associated right Tz-free family, R” has a Kronecker reduction of 
type (TO, Tl). The only thing remaining to check is that the family R” is left 
general with respect to TO but this follows because Ext(TP’, T,“) is a summand 
of Ext( T,” @ Tzb’) and the family R is left general with respect to TO. 
Thus we have shown that the family R has a Kronecker coreduction of type 
(To,T~,Tz)andifa’+b’<a+bthena’+b’+c<a+b+candwearedone 
by induction. 
If a’ + 6’ = a + b, we noted above that ext(Ti, TO) # 0 and so when we per- 
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form the same argument again for this coreduction the numbers will drop this 
time so again we are done by induction. Cl 
Theorem 3.8. Let (Y = (a b c) be a dimension vectorfor the multiplication f such 
that there is a left general representation of dimension vector a with trivial en- 
domorphism ring. Then the canonical family on the left general component is re- 
ducible to matrix normal form. Therefore a moduli space of left general rep- 
resentations of this dimension vector is birational to a suitable number of h by h 
matrices up to simultaneous conjugacy where h = hcf (a, b, c). 
Proof. Let R be the canonical family on the left general component C of rep- 
resentations of dimension vector (Y. Let SO = (0 0 k), St = (0 k 0) and 
S, = (k 0 0). Then R has a two-step Kronecker reduction of type (SO, St, Sz) 
and so by Lemma 3.7, R is reducible to matrix normal form. Cl 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
By the work of Beilinson [l], the derived category of coherent sheaves on P* is 
equivalent to the derived category of representations of the multiplication 
g: k3 @ k3 4 S2(k3). We shall identify these two derived categories using this 
equivalence. Thus we have a triangulated category D which has two sub- 
categories Coh([Fp*), the category of coherent sheaves on P*, and Rep(a), the 
category of representations of the multiplication c. We shall make the identifi- 
cation of the two derived categories in such a way that 0 = (k k3 S2(k3)) = 
P(O), 0(-l) = (0 k k3) = P(1) and 0(-2) = (0 0 k) = Z’(2). The rep- 
resentations P(O), P( 1) and P(2) are the indecomposable projective rep- 
resentations of the multiplication g. We shall say that an object of D is a rep- 
resentation if it lies in Rep(a) and that it is a sheaf if it lies in Coh([lD*). Thus we 
can ask the question whether a sheaf is a representation and vice versa. One 
direction is clear; a sheaf S is a representation if and only if #(SO’)) = 0 for 
i=1,2and.i=0,1 and2. 
Lemma 4.1. Let R = (R(0) R(1) R(2)) b e a representation of the multiplication 
o. Let 
0 --$ R(0) @ A2(k3) @ P(2) +R(0)@k3@G’(1)@R(1)~k3cN’(2) 
--f @:EIR(i) 63 P(i) + R + 0 
be a projective resolution of R Then R is a sheaf if and only if the complex of 
sheaves 
0 + R(0) @ A2(k3) 8 0(-2) --f R(0) @ k3 @ 0(-l) @ R(1) @ k3 8 0(-2) 
---) @j‘=,R(i) @0(-i) -+ 0 
has homology only at the penultimate term. 
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Proof. Once stated, this result is also clear. In the derived category D, the ob- 
ject R is equivalent to the complex 
0 ---f R(0) @ A2(k”) @P(2) +R(0)@kk”@P(l)@R(l)@kk’W(2) 
---f &, R(i) @G P(i) + 0 
which after our identification is the complex of sheaves 
0 --f R(0) 8 A2(k3) C$ (7-2) --f R(0)@~3@0(-l)@R(l)@~k”@0(-2) 
+ ~~$,R(i)@0(-i) --+ 0 
and this itself is a sheaf if and only if it has homology only at the penultimate 
term as required. 0 
This last Lemma gives us the following result which allows us to identify at 
least birationally families of sheaves and families of representations. 
Lemma 4.2. Let R be a family of representations of the multiplication o over the 
irreducible algebraic variety X. Assume that there exists a point p such that %$, is a 
sheaf Then there exists an open subvariety 0 of X such that,for allp E 0, K$, is a 
sheaf Similarly, tfS is a,family of sheaves on the irreducible algebraic variety Y 
and there exists a point q such that S, is a representation then there exists an open 
subvariety 0’ of Y such that for all q E O’, S, is a representation. 
Proof. Consider the complex of sheaves on X x P’ 
0 + R(0) G3 S’(P) @ 0( -2) -R(O)@P@0(-l)QD(l)“@0(-2) 
+ @3/= ,7Z(i) @ 0(-i) ---f 0. 
Let 2 be the support of the homology of this complex except at the penultimate 
term. Then Z is closed and so is its image in X; therefore the complement of the 
image of Z in X is open and it is the set of points p where R/, is a sheaf. 
In the second case, the vanishing of H’(S,G)) is an open condition so the 
result follows. 0 
We define the depth of a vector bundle E over P’ to be the largest integer lz such 
that [El/h is in the Grothendieck group Ko(Coh(P2)) of Coh(P2) where [E] is 
the class of E in this Grothendieck group. The Grothendieck group of the de- 
rived category D coincides with Ko(Coh(P*)) and also with Ko(Rep(a)); hence 
if E is actually a representation of dimension vector (a b c) it follows that the 
depth of E is hcf(a, b. c). 
A sheaf E on P* is said to have natural cohomology if for all integersj at most 
one of H’( E(j)) is non-zero for i = 0,l and 2. This definition is important to us 
since general vector bundles have this property by [8] and [2] where it comes in 
the form that slope-semistable sheaves are prioritary and prioritary sheaves 
have natural cohomology. This allows an easy reduction to left general rep- 
resentations. 
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Theorem 4.3. A moduli space of sheaves on P* such that the general sheaf has 
natural cohomology is birationa~ to a mod&i space of left general representations 
of the multiplication CT: k” @ k3 -+ S2(k3) and hence is birational to a suitable 
number of h by h matrices up to simultaneous conjugacy where h is the depth of 
every sheaf classified by the mod& space. In particular this holds for a moduli 
space of vector bundles. 
Proof. After tensoring by a suitable line bundle we may assume for a general 
[S] in the moduli space that S is a representation but S( - 1) is not; that is one of 
H’(S(-I)) and H2(S(-1)) . IS non-zero. Since S has natural cohomology, it 
follows that H’(S(-1)) = 0; it also follows that fY*(S(-1)) = 0 since by Serre 
duality this is dual to Hom(S, 0(-2)) an d since S is a representation any such 
homomorphism is split surjective. So we consider the exact complex of sheaves 
on P* 
(8) 0 --+ A3(k3) 8 O(-2) -+ n2(k3) @0(-l) + k3 c3r C7 --+ Q(1) --) 0 
from which we deduce that for a sheaf S that is also a representation the groups 
H’( S( - 1)) are the homology of the complex 
(9) 0 - k3” @Ho(S) ---) A2(k3)” CZI H”(S( 1)) ---f A3(k3)” @ N’(S(2)) + 0 
and this complex is exact except at the middle term. In particular, after ten- 
soring with n3(k”) we see that the linear map from n2(k3) @ Ho(S) to 
k” @ HO(S(l)) is injective. Let a = dimHO( b = dim HO(S(l)) and c = 
dimHO(S(2)). Then S considered as a representation has dimension vector 
cx = (a b c) and the injectivity of this linear map shows by Lemma 3.2 that S is a 
representation in the left general component. Therefore by Lemma 4.2 our 
moduli space of sheaves is birational to an orbit space for PGZ, on the left 
general component of representations of dimension vector cy but we know that 
the canonical family on this component is reducible to matrix normal form by 
theorem 3.8. Therefore our moduli space is birational to a suitable number of h 
by h matrices up to simultaneous conjugacy where h = hcf(a, b, c) is the depth 
OfS. q 
Since the canonical family of left general representations of dimension vector 
(a b c) considered in the proof of this theorem is reducible to matrix normal 
form it follows that if we have a moduli space M of sheaves whose general 
member has natural cohomology then there is a family of sheaves in M over an 
aigebraic variety X on which PGlh acts so that X is PGlt, birational to Mh(k)$ 
for some integer s and the morphism from X to N is dominant and is the orbit 
map. 
It is perhaps worth stating the rationality results that follow from this theo- 
rem. 
Theorem 4.4. A moduli space of sheaves on P* such that the general sheaf has 
natural cohomology and depth n is rational when n = 1,2,3 or 4. if 4 =C n and n 
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divides 420 then the moduli space is stably rational. If n is square-free then the 
moduli space is retract rational. 
Proof. This follows from the known results on matrices up to simultaneous 
conjugacy. A good summary of the known results may be found in [4]. 0 
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